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This is our last clue before the reveal. I have had a great time sewing with you. I truly hope 
you have learned a lot along the way. I know I have! There are so many ways to do each 
unit! It’s been fun!

So for this clue, we are going to be making square in a square in a square units. Time to 
grab your CLUE 4 MEDIUM 4-1/2” squares and your BACKGROUND and MEDIUM 
yardage to do a bit of cutting.

To your (7) CLUE  4 MEDIUM 4-1/2” squares ADD THE FOLLOWING:

We will start with our 4-1/2” MEDIUM square and BACKGROUND triangles. We need to 
find the middle of each side of the square (I do two sides at a time) so we will finger press 
after folding in half. We will also find the centre of the hypotenuse (long side) of the BG 
triangle. We will mate these finger folds RST and stitch along the side at our normal 1/4” 
seam allowance. We will do this to all four sides, we now have a square in a square. We 
will be adding another round, this time with our MEDIUM triangles. Same process, but your 
centre points are found for us. with the point of the previous round’s square….. let’s see 
that in pics!
Totally deconstructed block:          First 6”-6-1/8” round done:           Completed 8-1/2” unit:

If you have trouble with these, there is a video on our YouTube channel for “Crossroads 
Clue 5”  showing how to accomplish these. 

MEDIUM 4-7/8” strips 2

-cut to 4-7/8” squares 14

-cut on ONE diagonal for triangles 28

BACKGROUND 5-1/4” strips 1

-cut to 5-1/4” squares 7

-cut on BOTH diagonals for triangles 28
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After you get your SEVEN 8-1/2” square in a square in a squares finished…let’s just sew a 
few more units together. Grab your Clue 1 HSTs and your Clue 3 flying geese and sew a 
HST on each end of our flying geese for a unit similar to this:

These units will now measure 2-1/2” x 8-1/2”. Please trim them if they don’t and also press 
away from the flying geese unit (the centre).

Now take HALF of these flying geese/HST units and finish them 
with a 2-1/2” background square on each end. You will have 14 
with squares and 14 without squares. Your “with squares” will 
now measure 2-1/2” x 12-1/2”, press toward the square for less 
bulk. Here is my finished units for this clue:

We have almost everything cut and ready to finish up. Can’t wait for the REVEAL!  We will 
need to cut and sew some border units, and finish up some “other” units to be all finished. 
We will do this in Clue 6…which may or may not be the reveal!! See you soon!
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